II. Introduction

A. Problem Statement and Literature Review
Recent developments in consumer electronics have made UAS more versatile and accessible. UAS are widely used in applications such as search and rescue, 1, 2 fire prevention and control, 3 safety and security, 4 archaeology, 5 meteorology, 6 precision agriculture, 7 and many other. Aerial imagery is one of the most popular UAS applications. Aerial mapping and surveying can be performed using sensors such as electro-optical, LiDAR, multi-spectral imaging and other methods of remote sensing. In this paper, these are collectively referred to as 'photo telemetry' techniques as they interpret incoming sources of light at varying wavelengths to remotely sense the area of interest. These techniques significantly ease jobs such as mapping, construction site selection, town structure planning, and progress monitoring of civil projects. 8 Specifically, UAV-based aerial photo telemetry is not only increasing close-range remote sensing applications, but it is also increasingly used as an alternative to conventional aerial photogrammetry. 9 Advances in computer science have enabled artificial intelligence algorithms that are efficient in classifying objects and finding patterns. Implemented as a convoluted neural network (CNN), artificial intelligence mimics the human learning process by extracting features and patterns from a set of training data. It is widely used in applications such as photo recognition, classification, speech recognition. [10] [11] [12] With a CNN, given an abundant amount of training data and proper training and practice, an artificial intelligence algorithm has the potential to replicate the expertise of a person in a particular application. Some of the currently demonstrated abilities include playing chess 13 and recognizing objects in photos.
14 Maps are used to convey and share geographically related information efficiently. Modern maps are divided into two categories, abstract and picturesque. Abstract maps use abstract symbols and color regimes to represent different objects and geographical features. For example, an abstract map could use hollow lines to designate roads, a book symbol to represent a school, the color blue to represent bodies of water, and contour lines to constitute a change in elevation. One needs specialized training to interpret abstract maps because the symbols are arbitrary and specialized knowledge is required to relate abstract symbols or patterns with their associated objects and features. Picturesque maps are more intuitive to interpret and are usually obtained through satellite imagery or aerial photography. Although high-quality aerial images can also be acquired using conventional platforms, such as satellites and aircraft, their temporal resolution is limited by the availability of aircraft platforms and orbit characteristics of satellites. Additionally, cloud coverage and air quality affect image acquisition. Therefore, this method is expensive and is limited in the environmental conditions under which operations could be conducted. Street view maps can serve as detailed supplements to satellite maps, but street view maps are often cumbersome to obtain as they can be limited by road access.
This project explores using UAS and artificial intelligence to produce abstract maps that are intuitive and efficient for a user to interpret. This is done in a way that mimics the human cognitive process; the environment is represented as a list of objects with meaning. In cognitive psychology, 'spatial ability' is used to refer to the concept of understanding, reasoning, and remembering the spatial relations among objects and space. 15 Spatial ability is essential to a persons daily life as it enables a person to navigate, perceive distance, and sense motion about themselves. Spatial ability is composed of four components: spatial perception, mental rotation, spatial visualization, and mental folding. [16] [17] [18] Spatial perception is defined as the ability to perceive spatial relationships among objects and features on oneself while rejecting interference. 16 It enables a person to perceive spatial information from the environment, such as shapes, features, texture, objects, and motion. 17 Some scholars argue that spatial perception involves attributing meaning to objects, implying recognizing individual objects and features is vital to achieving spatial perception. 18 Mental rotation describes the mental ability to quickly and accurately rotate objects without altering their features. For instance, a person could recognize both an upright and inverted letter, or recognize a house both standing in front of it and flying directly above it; change in perspective would not impair a person's ability to identify objective and features. Spatial visualization is a mental process during which a mental image is created to represent visual appearance of objects with respected locations and movements in an imaginary space. For instance, an engineer would be able to mentally animate how a machine he or she is designing is supposed to work.
The proposed approach is, in some aspects, matching spatial ability in its features. It would measure and perceive the environment as a list of classified objects with meaning. Then, the list would be generated from a three-dimensional reconstruction of the surveyed environment, thus enabling object classification from any field of view. This would make any analytic change analysis to or within the environment possible.
Recently, there has been significant interest in generating photo-realistic and other highly accurate maps from UAS. While these maps are useful for some applications, such as precision agriculture, 19 geological surveying, 20 or searching for a target, 2, 21 they often contain more information than is needed for the task at hand. For example, city planners may only be interested in the location of roads or pavement on a map. Firefighters may just care about the location of fires or fuel sources in an environment. 3 Researchers of animal migration patterns may only be interested in the position of the animal flock, not in other irrevelent geographical features at this place. In these types of purposes, instead of generating a photo-realistic map of an environment, it is sufficient, and even desirable, to produce a simplified representation of the world with critical objects identified and labeled. This has the potential to increase situational awareness of users of this system by avoiding information overload and allowing the user to focus on relevant objects in the environment. 22, 23 This method also has advantages over picturesque maps as they are more economical and less restricted to obtain, easier to manipulate, capable of producing a more detailed representation of the surveyed area, and can display the surveyed area under different conditions such as differentiated lighting or weather conditions.
B. Work-flow
The mapping method demonstrated in this paper generates labeled, rendered environments from data collected by UAS in four steps: data acquisition using a UAS, object identification and classification, map presentation with an objective-specific rendering scheme, and calibration/validation against maps obtained by other methods. Data can be collected from a variety of airborne sensors such as a camera (optical, multispectral, or thermal), LiDAR, and sonar. These raw sensor measurements are processed using commercially available techniques 24 to generate intermediate data sets such as digital elevation models (DEMs), normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) map, 25 and point clouds. Lastly, due to inaccuracies that may occur during data acquisition, environmental variability, and interference, the cluster of objects would be calibrated and validated against existing accurate geographical records and ground truth data such as existing geographic information system (GIS) data, construction records, and environmental measurements. A process map of the work flow is shown as Figure 1 .
C. Potential Applications and Example Scenarios
The proposed method produces a list of classified objects to represent a geographical area. This would enable three abilities: the ability to generate a map for different interfaces from a single data set, monitor change in environment with ease, and simulate changes to the environment.
For instance, a single data set could be used to generate a map for an arborist to highlight the positions and spread pattern of trees above a certain height, whereas for a farmer a map could be created that determines if a particular patch of crop is growing less than others.
Changes in the same environment could be more easily monitored because an automatic comparison between two scans of the same area is merely an arithmetic operation of the classified objects lists; the growth rate of individual trees within the forest could be conducted in this way.
The list of objects could be passed on to a simulated environment to allow the model or map to be rendered in different conditions, such as simulating forest fire progression at a specific forest. A real-estate agent could use a UAS to scan a property and its surrounding environment and showcase the property to potential clients with the surrounding environment in different lighting and season.
III. Data Acquisition
This section describes obtaining data from a UAS for use in this particular mapping process.
A. Aerial Data Acquisition
Mapping operations performed by UAS are usually conducted by flying the aircraft over an intended survey area while carrying various sensors. These sensors are used to take a series of prescribed measurements at specific locations. Such measurements often embed meta-data, such as the UAV's GPS position and sensor configuration. Flight paths can be pre-determined and flown autonomously, or the UAV can be controlled by a remote pilot. The example data set demonstrated in this paper was obtained using a DJI Phantom 3 Pro UAV with its standard camera configuration. Pix4D software, specifically Pix4D Capture, was used to design the UAV's survey area and autonomous flight path. Such software is compatible with commercially available hardware, such as a tablet. Thus, the process is relatively inexpensive and easily accessible. A sample flight path of this type, designed in Pix4D Capture, is shown below.
(a) Planning data acquisition using the Pix4DCapture app with a double grid pattern. 
B. Environment Sample Collection
Depending on the application, an operator may require a different level of detail or sets of parameters from the final classification output. To satisfy case-specific demands and improve the accuracy of object classification, samples should be collected from the surveyed environment for application-specific needs. These samples may be close-up pictures of structures or surfaces, samples of vegetation, and weather conditions, etc. For instance, if a researcher wishes to determine the moisture content across a specific grass field, he or she could use the proposed approach to classify different types of grass, based on color, height, and relative location to a reference point. Based on a classified map, the researcher would easily be able to identify points of interest, collect samples for laboratory analysis, and apply the result to the entire field where grass conditions are classified as similar to samples collected. The examples below demonstrate that the proposed approach is adaptive, as its capability could be extended by additional step to suit different needs. Figure 4 shows a sample of ground truth data collected for the point cloud depicted in Figure 6 . 
IV. Data Processing
To reduce aerial imagery data to a set of classified objects, one should establish a simplified volumetric profile spanning the survey space. Commercially available software, such as Pix4D or AgiSoft PhotoScan Pro can be used to achieve this task. The survey area is reconstructed by stitching together the aerial images acquired during flight missions by identifying matching key points in photos and overlapping the photos at these points. Photos from the DJI Phantom 3 Pro UAV are tagged with geographic information such as position and altitude, which is used for photo alignment. Intermediate steps in data processing, such as adding ground control points and optimizing camera settings, can be taken to improve the accuracy of the desired output, such as a DSM or point cloud. A point cloud could also be computed from other data sources, including data output from NDVI cameras, inferred cameras, and LiDAR. A sample point cloud is shown in Figure 6 . To fill gaps in the point cloud, the point cloud is processed into a triangular surface mesh, and voids in the voxel grid are filled. An example of photo alignment and key point identification is shown in Figure 5 (a) and a sample surface mesh is presented in Figure 5 
A. Digital Surface Model Processing
A point cloud or surface mesh can be used to construct orthomosaics or digital surface models (DSMs), both of which are helpful to generate a deeper understanding of the environment. An orthomosaic is a composite image made up of the individual images collected by a UAV, aircraft, or satellite. The orthomosaic is geometrically corrected so that the distances between objects are true to scale. Thus, the orthomosaic can be useful in obtaining accurate dimensions of objects or distances between objects for the purpose of rendering the simulated environment. Additionally, color information can be obtained from an orthomosaic, which can be used to classify various objects. Figure 7 (a) shows a sample orthomoaic generated from the surface mesh shown in Figure 8 (a). A DSM portrays the relative elevation of a given environment. Relative elevations can be determined from aerial photogrammetry or the use of a LiDAR sensor. 26 A color code is used to represent the elevation of certain features on a DSM. For example, blue could represent low elevation while red represents a higher elevation. Grayscale DSMs are also common. In a grayscale DSM, the brighter the point is, the higher elevation it represents. A sample grayscale DSM is shown in Figure 7 (b). Elevation data extracted from DSMs can help determine features from one another, determine growth rates, and be used to calculate volume. For the work outlined in the paper, Pix4D was used to create orthomosaic and DSM. Matlab was used to read and view the images for data analysis and manipulation.
B. Volume Pixel Based Processing
The point cloud, orthomosaic, and DSM can be used to generate a voxel grid of the environment. A voxel is a cube with associated color, position, and other properties.
27 Figure 8 (b) shows a voxel representation of a car. Using voxels for further processing has distinct advantages in data size, processing time, noise suppression, and easier volumetric manipulations. Using a voxel grid for spatial representation can dramatically reduce data size, when compared to representing the same space with points, since one voxel can represent numerous points. Depending on accuracy requirement, a voxel grid is a down-sampled version of a point cloud. The point cloud could contain inaccuracies based on how the point cloud is acquired. For example, using a Phantom 3 Pro with standard camera attachment and the Pix4D software for processing, the raw data are photos taken by the UAV, which are assumed to have ±5 meters of accuracy, to account for GPS inaccuracy, for photo geotaging. Pix4D would proceed to align each photo using variuos techniques to establish a point cloud in its own reference frame. The position of each point within the point cloud is calculated to a accuracy of 10 −7 meter in all lateral, longitudinal, and vertical axis. It is reasonably deducible that noise should become a reasonable concern when one attempts to obtain results from the point cloud. Although there exist software that relies solely on photo-telemetry techniques to obtain the point cloud, such as AgiSoft, the resulting point cloud is still subject to noise and inaccuracies. Previous AFSL experiments has found that using the Phantom 3 Pro with its standard camera attachment to survey the same field with medium-density vegetation (grass) at almost the same time, and process raw data into point clouds using either Pix4D (photo geotag dependent) and AgiSoft (photo geotag independent), a difference in highest vertical point at the same latitude and longitude location of each point cloud varied between -0.01 and 0.03 meter. A number of factors, including GPS accuracy, wind, lighting condition, and camera distortion have been identified as possible attributes to the noise and inaccuracies. By downsampling the point cloud using a voxel grid with 0.02 meter lattice, the inaccuracies and noises within the point cloud would be largely eliminated, resulting in basically the same result across different scans of the same space. At the same time, because a voxel is a concentrated representation of all points within the volume of the voxel, the mesh gemoterty would be greatly simplified. As a result, representing the space within a voxel grid would greatly reduce the size of data set compared to using a point cloud. A surface mesh created from the point cloud shown in Figure 6 is shown in Figure 8 Compared to using polygons, using a voxel grid adds geometry and the capability of manipulating the spatial profile of the space. Both point clouds and polygons are superficial representations of a spatial object. As a result, the content below the surface of an object is usually not defined. Hence see-through projections would be produced by certain camera angles. In addition, any volumetric manipulations, or volume-based simulations such as lighting and fluid, are presumably either impossible or immensely complex to accomplish. For instance, if one wishes to drill a hole on a surface, one would have to develop sophisticated means to construct the additional surface added to the object by this drilling operation. A sample of erroneous rendering when placing the camera inside a structure defined by polygon surfaces is shown in Figure 9 . This image is obtained by placing the camera inside the walls of a desert castle type structure defined by polygon surfaces in Source engine developed by Valve Inc. Although some structural elements are discernible, the rendering does not resemble a castle structure, thus the rendering is erroneous and ineffective. If one were to operate the same on a voxel grid, it would be a simple removal of affected voxels. For instance, in a Lego model, when one surface piece is removed, the space below the surface is not hollow unless by design. The appearance of the model does not require reconstructing of the surfaces to compensate to the removed surface piece because the internal structure naturally forms the new appearance.
The voxel grid could be obtained by commercial software development kits (SDK), such as Point Cloud Library (PCL).
29 A comparison of the point cloud obtained by Pix4D and the associated voxel grid with lateral length of 0.15 meter computed by PCL is presented in Figure 10 . 
V. Data Analysis
Once the data is acquired and processed using the aforementioned techniques, it is analyzed to distill useful information from the data set. A portion of the data analysis necessary for object classification was done using Matlab. DSMs can be read in Matlab using built-in functions that are a part of the Matlab mapping toolbox. Each pixel of a DSM has a corresponding elevation value, and a matrix of these elevation values can be obtained as an output of one of these Matlab functions, namely 'geotiffread'. In addition to an elevation matrix, the function also outputs a reference object. This object contains valuable geographic information about the DSM file. Most importantly, the object provides the equivalent real-world size of a single pixel in the DSM. By combining the given pixel area with elevation data, the volume and area of specific objects can be calculated using simple multiplication. Custom Matlab functions were used to calculate the area and volume of objects in generated DSMs based on user input. The user is directed to select the outline of an object and its area and volume will be obtained. A sample of the selection process is shown in Figure 11 (a). The area and volume of an object are unique properties that can be used to distinguish itself. For example, a tree has a different area and volume than a house. Thus, area and volume can be used as inputs to object classifiers.
In addition to computing volumes, elevation changes can be used to identify different surfaces, such as differentiating between a road and the grass next to it.
(a) Volume calculation of an object in a DSM, the blue contour indicates user selected area the volume above which the user wishes to calculate.
(b) Contour visualization of objects, cross section of objects at different heights. Figure 11 . Selection of object in DSM from which volume and area measurements can be made and a contour visualization of a sample data set.
The first step in constructing a list of objects in the environment is to segment the environment into multiple spatial profiles representing individual objects so that each can be individually classified. Depending on data set properties there exists many means to accomplish this goal, two of which are presented below.
The base plane of the volume should be segmented into a grid. If one has obtained one voxel grid of a volume in which a ground datum could be identified, it would be reasonable to conclude that any cluster of voxel that appears obtrusive (having a significant height difference comparing to the reference datum and neighboring tiles) should be regarded as an independent object. Surface tiles within the grid which are not overlapped by an object should be passed on to the classification algorithm as a surface tile, and be classified as a surface type, such as gravel, vegetation, pavement, etc. This method is generally valid for mapping applications. The reference datum elevation is selected by the user according to a certain criteria, such as elevation of a user defined point or the most common elevation in the data set. Obtrusive objects, those with a higher elevation than ground, are therefore clearly visible and could be easily identified and segmented.
A contour profile of each object is obtained to classify the object. The contour profile is a set of cross section of an object obtained at different heights. A representation of the contour profiles of objects are shown in Figure 11 (b).
VI. Object Classification
There exist multiple methods for object classification. Choosing an appropriate classification system tends to be heavily dependent on the particular mission. This section will present two general approaches that the authors deem most suitable for the studied UAV applications: correspondence grouping based object recognition and machine learning based object classification. This section is regarded as a separate section from data processing to highlight the difference between the paper's proposed mapping approach and conventional mapping approach. The previous data analysis section describes a process similar to conventional practice, as it focuses on calculations that are made directly from the data set. This section focuses on inferences made in those calculations.
A. Three-Dimensional Object Recognition Based on Correspondence Grouping
This method uses identified key points and associated features thereof to recognize objects. Specifics about the algorithm is extensively discussed by PCL documentation. 30 The processing pipeline and expected result are shown below.
While this method has shown desirable properties in tracking changes between scans, it imposes certain restrictions, as discussed in the previous section. In UAV applications, the data set may not always be complete, as shown in Figure 10 . In addition, due to camera distortion, GPS inaccuracy, lighting variation, wind variation, changes in the survey volume during a scan, and other common sources of inaccuracies and error during UAV operations, changes between scans may not always be rigid, and noise level between data sets is usually not negligible unless substantial calibration efforts are applied. Also, it is not always possible, especially in complex environments or exploratory missions, to obtain a spatial profile of each expected object for a given operation. Hence the accuracy of the object recognition effort would be compromised because the hypothesis verification step of the algorithm could not be performed.
B. Object Classification Based on Machine Learning
Machine learning has been used successfully to classify data quickly and accurately. Therefore, we propose to use machine learning to efficiently classify large quantities of volumetric profiles of objects obtained through the data analysis step by considering the features of these object representations. One could offer two possible solutions. For common objects, classification could be completed by generating projections or images from the three-dimensional model of the object at strategically placed camera angles, and subsequently pass the pictures onto existing commercial image identification services, which are usually based on the convoluted neural network. For specific mission objectives, one could also develop custom machine learning algorithms to take advantage of particular features of the survey environment, and to maximize processing efficiency by tailoring classification to the most emphasized requirements of the mission objective.
C. Commercial Image Identification Service
Objects of interest for rendering can be segmented from the point cloud, DSM, or orthomosaic and made into an isolated object. These extracted objects can be passed through an image identification service to check against the output obtained from custom classifiers. Commercial photo identification engines, many of which are based on a convoluted neural network and an abundance of training data, allow users to identify the primary objects within an image. By placing cameras at different locations around the volumetric profile of an object and using the commercial photo identification engines, one can classify the object within the images to a reasonable degree of certainty.
While this method is universal, fast and low in cost, it is restricted in control over classifiers and projection emphasis due to a lack of terminal user control over classification mapping, projection layer setup, and training data. For instance, a commercial photo identification service may place more emphasis on indices layout then the color pattern, whereas the mission objective requires differentiation of color instead of indices. Since the commercial service essentially operates as a whole, it is limited in its utility in some cases. Figure 12 depicts an example of using Google Cloud Vision, a commercial image analysis API, to classify an object rendered with surface mesh at random camera angles. The dataset used to generate the photo of the car is acquired in real-world conditions further discussed in section IX, Experimentation, and Results. It is clear that the photo analysis API indicates that, with a reasonable degree of certainty, that the object depicted is a car. 
D. Custom Built Machine Learning Algorithm for General Mapping Missions
At the inaugural stage of this process, there are distinct challenges to using deep learning for object classification. First, the object is represented as a three-dimensional volumetric profile, and little to noncommercial solution or experience for this kind of data exist as of this moment. Second, very few training data exists as of this moment, and gathering a significant amount of data for classification purposes for each mission during this phase is highly uneconomical and in some ways defeats the purpose of this approach.
To construct a custom machine learning algorithm, one could use commercial SDK, such as TensorFlow, as a template. This approach may be restricted in applicability as not all UAV mapping projects could guarantee the budget or practicability to gather enough training data to train a commercial CNN. Alternatively, for a project restricted in the availability of training data or provided with specialize emphasis, one could customarily construct a machine learning algorithm, as demonstrated in Figure 13 .
The researchers involved with this paper had attempted to construct a machine learning algorithm which would require only a limited amount of training data, given specific restrictions on experimental environments.
The input of the algorithm is a cluster of voxels identified as objects received from data analysis phase with associated parameters, such as a cluster of voxels that represent a house, and its associated location within the surveyed volume. Initially, the voxel cluster will be processed by multiple projection layers to extract features and parameters of the cluster. Projection layers would include volume, color composition, dimensions, and pictures of cross-sections of the object with specifications defined by mission requirement. Once the object is identified and classified, the program would continue to associate parameters with the project. For instance, if the object is classified as a cluster of trees, then the parameter association scheme of a group of trees would be invoked and parameters such as where are the highest branches, what is the location of the highest branches, what is the primary color or the trees, etc. would be considered. This process is illustrated in Figure 14 .
For better processing efficiency, one could add convolution to the process. To add convolution in this algorithm, one could add a hidden layer, in the form of a weight matrix, to further process the parameter cluster. By using training data and an expected difference threshold to differentiate different categories of objects, the weight matrix should be adjusted so that after transforming the parameter cluster with the weight matrix, each object should be within the difference threshold when compared with the object of the came classification, and vice versa.
Finally, the parameters are calibrated against maps obtained with more accurate mapping methods such as GIS or ortho-mosaic. The two-dimensional maps would be projected on top of the spatial representation with voxels by manually picking distinct features as calibration points. 
VII. Environment Reconstruction
The final map is generated by taking in the classified objects and creating a map using a user-defined rendering scheme as shown in Figure 15 . This figure is produced by manually aligning the classification result from the object classification step in the Cobra engine. The Cobra engine is developed by game developer Frontier, and is used in many modern personal computer games on the Windows platform such as Planet Coaster, and Elite Dangerous. To increase rendering accuracy, the model of the house and type of tree are calibrated with ground truth data collected from the environment, such as the pictures shown in Figure 4 .
Since objects have distinct parameters associated with them, the objects rendered on the map will not be homogeneous. Objects can be dynamically modeled with a pre-defined set of building blocks. For example, to represent a tree on the final map, one could use four parameters to describe the classified tree: where the highest branch occurs, how tall is the highest branch, what is the primary color of the tree, and what is the largest circumference identified with the tree. A default trunk would be stretched to the determined height and placed onto the map at the specified location. Branches and leaves would be positioned in such way that satisfies the determined parameters. For instance, if primary color is green, leaves would be attached to the branch, if primary color is brown, no leaves would be attached to the branches, and if the primary color is black, a layer of grooved black texture would be added to the surfaces of the rendered tree so that it appears burnt.
One of the primary benefits of this approach is the ability to render the environment in different scenarios. 31 Since the environment is rendered from a list of classified objects, it is possible to simulate changes to the environment by editing the list of objects, such as adding artificial landscape to the above landscape. One could also simulate changes such as lighting condition, as shown in Figure 16 .
VIII. Advantage and Potential Applications
One underlying principle of the mapping approach this paper proposes is transforming direct mapping data into a analytic based form. This section proceeds first to identify several advantages analytic based information has on its direct counterpart, and applies these advantages to one potentially applicable scenario in the end. 
A. Advantage of analytic-based information comparing to direct information
When judging a traffic situation at a given location, one could access direct information such as traffic camera feeds, shown in Figure 5(a) , or analytic-based information such as the traffic overlay on an abstract mapping interface such as Google Maps, shown in Figure 17 (b). If one were to access the camera feed, one would obtain the most detail about the situation but has to analyze the traffic situation by oneself, whereas the Google Maps overlay does not provide the most detailed information, but the terminal user does not need to perform any analysis because the desired analytic outcome is directly presented, with red indicating slow traffic and green indicating fast traffic. With an increasing amount of information and an expanding amount of terminal users transmitting direct information to each user would use up a vast amount of bandwidth and is gruesome for the terminal user to make sense of the data.
Consider someone trying to figure out the traffic between Everett and Tacoma. One would have to go through each traffic camera on the route to determine the traffic condition of the course. If 100 people wish to perform similar tasks, the communications provider would have to transmit the video feed of all involved traffic cameras to all 100 individuals. Alternatively, if all video feed was transferred to an analytic service provider such as Google Maps and the analytic service provider distributes the information in analytic-based form, then the 100 individuals would have made a more comfortable effort trying to understand the traffic situation. Additionally, the data in analytic-based form is usually negligible in size when compared to the direct form (video feed v. overlay data). As a result, with the presence of analytic data, the terminal user would be able to more directly and quickly obtain needed data, and the communication service provider would free up bandwidth.
Analytic data could be presented in many different interfaces.
According to researchers at Princeton University, intuitive interfaces have a low cognitive load, low mental effort is required. The lower the cognitive load, the more users can focus on getting their task done. So, intuitive interfaces have a real advantage regarding efficiency and the quality of the work. They also have the advantage of requiring less training and support; if an interface works the way users expect it to, they dont need to learn how to use it.
32
With one classified list of objects and their associated parameters, one could create presentations of this dataset with the most efficient interface to different users. For instance, if one has a list aircraft within the controlled space of an airport and associated parameters which include but are not limited to position, velocity vector, aircraft type, aircraft ownership, aircraft livery, call sign, and service status, one could create either an overview of the airport tarmac for air traffic control, shown in Figure 18(a) , or an interactive photo-realistic rendering for the general public, shown in Figure 18 Analytic data could enable simulation within the environment. To give an example, consider a situation where one is tasked with determining the placements of towers of a electrical power line in a remote hill area. Instead of merely looking at aerial photogrammetry data, if one were to look at a list of topographical terrain data and a classified list of vegetation with associated parameters such as vegetation type, size, and position, one could simulate the likelihood of towers being blown down by strong wind with a appropriate simulation algorithm. The same set of analytic data could be used to estimate and optimize total construction cost by simulating placement of access roads, total amount of vegetation to be cleared, and total material needed for construction with appropriate simulation models. Section IX presents a example which renders simulated changes to the environment.
B. Potential Applications
Transforming mapping data from direct to analytic produces many advantages, as discussed in this section. Among many reasonably deducible applications, which could utilize these advantages, one example is presented below.
In disaster relief efforts, this kind of surveying system could provide a live presentation of a 3D model of the affected area, live tracking of emergency equipment, personal and supplies, rapid changes within the area, etc. Because the survey system recognizes objects and their parameters, and the render could be customized, the user of this surveillance data could select to see the data in the most relevant way, and all this data could be available to any affected person who owns a tablet or a phone. Imagine during an earthquake, each emergency responder has immediate access to which buildings have collapsed, which building has caught fire, and what roads has been cut off by debris. Each affected person has live access to where food and shelter is offered, where and what kind of medical service is offered, and the status of homes/workplaces of their friends and families.
IX. Experimentation and Results
To validate the work flow outlined in this paper, six image data sets were collected during flight tests conducted at Carnation Farms in Carnation, Washington. Objects such as boxes, tents, and cars were placed in a grass field, where a DJI Phantom III Pro UAV was flown over the area according to a flightpath programmed by either Pix4DCapture or DJI Go software and took pictures at specified geographical locations with a software determined gimbal's setting. The surveyed area was a square of approximately 60 feet by 60 feet, predominately grass field with an access road on the south side of the area and varying objects placed on the field for different datasets. Images acquired from the UAV were automatically geotagged. The UAV was set to fly at an altitude of 45 feet for the entire duration of its flight. Both side and front image overlap were set to 80% in the image acquisition software. Sample images taken by the UAV are shown in 19(a).
To process the images acquired from UAV into a three-dimensional model, the images were imported into Pix4D and were processed into point clouds. Pix4D matches key points in images during initial photoalignment to stitch the photos together. Pix4D accounts for possible camera distortions by calibrating image alignment against a known camera profile. Within Pix4D, a point cloud is subsequently processed into a triangular surface mesh, which is a cluster of surfaces generated by linking points within a point cloud according to a filter setting. The resulted surface mesh is shown in Figure 19(b) . Compared to the point cloud, the surface mesh will have fewer gaps. The surface mesh was subsequently used to produce a DSM, a digital surface model representing height information of a given point on the ground, and an orthomosaic, a uniform-scale colored representation of the surveyed area. An example of the DSM and orthomosaic is shown in Figure 20 . In the DSM, the height is projected on grayscale, the more proximity a point is to white, the higher the point is. The default coordinate system was established in a local reference frame with east as positive x-direction and north as positive y-direction. A point cloud was also down sampled by PCL into a voxel grid. A comparison of a point cloud and its corresponding voxel grid is shown in Figure 21 . For this project, the point cloud was down-filtered into a voxel grid with 0.15-meter lattice. This process significantly reduces file size, and processing time in later steps. A comparison between some points in a point cloud and number of voxels in the corresponding voxel grid is shown in Table 1 . The DSM was analyzed in Matlab, using the mapping toolbox, to calculate the area and volume of test objects. The Matlab calculations have been shown to have good accuracy and were compared to area and volume calculations obtained from the voxel grid. These calculations were used as classifiers in the object classification step.
To perform object classification, the segmented area is segmented into a 0.5-meter side length square grid, and each grid is considered a surface tile. Granted that training data for this environment is limited, a semi-supervised machine learning technique named pseudo-labeling was used to classify the surface tile either as a kind of ground surface or grouped into a cluster to represent an object. The ground surface or object is further classified into different categories of each. A classification tree is shown in Figure 22 . The corresponding identification number of each classifier is marked at the end of the classification.
A set of parameters was extracted from the surface tiles and objects and was used either to classify the Figure 22 . Classification tree used in this experiment.
surface tile or object or was used to define the features of the surface tile or object further. The parameters extracted from surface tiles and objects in this experiment are shown in Table 2 . The projection layers used to classify surface tiles, and objects in this experiment are shown in Table 3 . A sample within each classification of surface tile is shown in Table 4 , and a sample within each classification of surface tile are presented in Table 4 . A sample within each classification of objects is presented in Table 5 .
For surface tiles, two data sets are labeled according to a set of parameters as training data and used to classify surface tiles of a third data set. The classified results are shown in Figure 23 . This orthomosaic of this data set is depicted in Figure 20 (b). This classification is accurate, as it is observable from the orthomosaic that the grass is more vibrant towards the center of the field, the grass tends to be more yellow and sparse on the northern and western edge of the area, and a patch of grass is wilted in front of the pickup truck. The color-coded map correctly displays these features, and it also correctly indicates the paved access road toward the south end of the field, the erroneous grass pattern towards the southwest corner of the field, some incomplete figures of people controlling the UAV on the edge of the access road, and the four distinct objects in the middle of the field. However, some inaccuracies are also present. The grass around objects tends to be classified as category withered, sparse (2) when in reality it was growing quite well. This may have been caused by people interfering with the grass conditions, i.e. tramping the grass while setting up the objects, or lighting interference, such as shadows, caused by the objects. Some small patches of dry grass were not correctly differentiated. This suggests a limit in result resolution of this particular experimental approach. For objects, six data sets were gathered with objects of interest placed at different locations. Five of the data sets are manually labeled and one data set was trained using the semi-supervised machine learning technique described above in this section. The error of area and volume measurement against reference data are shown in Table 6 and the same set of measurements of the same object in different data sets are presented in Table 7 . Reference data is obtained by a process described in previous AFSL research, 19 which determines the approach to be accurate. The error of measured volume against reference volume ranges from 3.56% to 8.75%, and the error of measured area against reference area ranges from 1.31% to 5.95%. The error in volume is influenced by choice of elevation reference datum and calculation inaccuracies on the edge of the survey area. In Figure 20(b) , it is visible that on the northeast side, the boundary of both cars is ambiguous. This inaccuracy occurred because there are only a few images taken of the edge of the survey area; it is also determined to be a contributing factor to the error of measured area against reference area. Another factor which impacted error in a measured area is processing resolution, because on the edge of the object the object does not occupy a complete tile. Applying a constant, determined by the circumference and orientation of the object, to calibrate the measured area reduces the error. Increasing processing resolution (reducing tile side length) could also reduce error in measured area. In Table 7 , the data could conclude that the data acquisition and processing method could produce similar results across different data sets generated by different scans. The standard deviation of primary RGB column is obtained by averaging the standard deviation of each color spectrum. The measured volume of the same object varies about 3% across different data sets, measured area of the same object varies about 4% to 10% across different data sets, and primary color tone differs approximately 1% to 5.8% about one color spectrum. The area deviation is mainly the result of one extreme data point, whose probability of being an erroneous measurement is explained in the previous paragraph. By closely examining the original data sets, one could discover generic shift in color tone. Considering cloudy weather conditions and relative time at which the scan was performed, one could conclude the primary RGB variation of the blue tent is partially the result of changes in external lighting conditions. To calibrate for color variations, reference points representing pure red, green, and blue color should be placed in the survey area, and the color tone of the resulting data set should be adjusted so that the reference points show their intended color. To summarize, the process described in this paper has been applied to a real environment, and the classification of both surface tiles and objects could be concluded as generally accurate. An error analysis of parameters measured with this process, when compared to parameters produced by a relatively accurate method, is performed. While the error is in a reasonably acceptable level, several sources of error are identified and approach to eliminate the sources or error are proposed. Therefore, one could conclude the process, however still primitive at this stage, work in the real environment to a reasonable degree of satisfaction. Subsequently, the lists of classified surface tiles and objects are passed on to the rendering step.
To demonstrate the versatility feature of the process described in the paper, two type of rendering is made for this experiment from the list of classified surface tiles and objects. The first is a photo-realistic rendering using the Cobra engine with artificial object alignment; the second is a statistically accurate rendering which is generated automatically.
By manually aligning objects within the classification list in the Cobra Engine, the following rendered environment is obtained, as shown in Figure 24 . Each tile of grass is represented as an object of grass, either green or yellow, and elevation of the grass is aligned with the highest voxel of the tile. The road is rendered with mud texture, and terrain elevation is alighted with the mean height of each tile labeled road. The objects are modeled and placed at specified locations, each with its height aligned with the classification list. A rendering with the camera more focused on the objects is shown in Figure 25(a) , and a rendering with a different camera angle are shown in Figure 25(b) . As discussed in the paper, one of the advantages of acquiring the map as a list of classified list of surface tiles and objects, when compared to the conventional approach, is the additional capability of simulating changes in the environment. Figure 26 shows the same area under different lighting conditions corresponding to different times of the day. This ability has many practical applications, and this experiment attempted to determine lighting equipment placements for an end-of-year party at the surveyed area with real-time simulation of the effects of lighting placement patterns. In Figure 27 (a), time is set at midnight. Torches and colorful lights are placed so that a central well-illuminated area is established, sparkling lights are placed to illuminate paths and create a wonderland-like atmosphere, and illumination lights are placed around the tents. Figure 27(b) shows the same setting in the twilight, evident by the orange halo on the edge of the image. It is thus conclusive that the same lighting setup would function in twilight as well as in the dark, since by comparison, the effect of changed lighting conditions, midnight to twilight, does not seem to interfere much with the lighting effects. One could also experiment with other changes, such as changing the color of the illumination lights, as shown in Figure 28 . All changes in the environment described above are conducted in real time, whose result is also presented in real time. One could also simulate changes in the environment between different states of the environment. Figure  29 (a) introduces a car at the end of the road. Assume the car has moved forward a certain distance along the road. If one assumes the road is muddy, and grass would be knocked down if a car has driven over it, one could roughly simulate a deep tire track, and grass knocked lower. Figure 29(b) shows the result.
The rendering process could be automated. This experiment demonstrates the ability to automatically generate statically accurate renders of an environment using the Matlab software. Components used to generate the render are shown in Figure 30 . The tents, shown in Figure 30 at a certain height above the reference datum, which is determined by the difference in height of the highest voxel and the lowest voxel of that tile. The line ends at a height between the height voxel and the lowest voxel. This terminal height is determined by random sampling, the result is a normal distribution with population mean at the mean height of the tile and a 100% confidence interval spanning the gap between height of the highest voxel and the lowest voxel. The voxel count is used to determine the relative density of the grass. A constant is multiplied to the voxel count to determine the number of total grass lines placed in a certain tile. Due to the high entropy nature of location of each individual grass plant relative to a grass field, the lines representing individual grass are placed at randomly generated locations within the boundary of its tile. The paved road is represented as a square mesh spanning the tile at the mean height of the tile. For processing simplicity, a uniform grey texture is used to represent pavement.
This rendering, hence, properly accounts for differences between different tiles, resulting in a statically accurate rendering of the environment. A complete render of the survey area, which produced an orthomosaic shown in Figure 31 is presented as Figure 32 . 
X. Conclusions
This paper proposed and demonstrated a UAV mapping process which uses photo telemetry sensors, such as a camera, multi-spectral sensors, or LiDAR, onboard a UAV to acquire a three-dimensional representation of the environment. The system then used machine learning to classify objects and surface tile types and finally render the environment in a user-defined interface. An experiment was conducted to verify that the process works in a real environment. The proceedings and results of the experiment were discussed in Section IX. Using a consumer grade UAV with an attached camera, the classification of surface tiles are generally reasonable, and classification of objects are accurate. Measurements and calculations obtained from the experiment are within an acceptable margin of those parameters measured by a relatively reliable method.
In the experiment setup described in Section IX, changes in environmental lighting conditions, such solar zenith, clouds and shadows, cause color variation in data sets collected at different times; in future practice color calibration points should be setup within the survey area to correct each data set to a uniform color tone. Additionally, changes within the survey area due to environmental factors such as wind and personnel movement cause disturbances in the resulting data set. To ensure accurate results, data acquisition should be collected as fast as possible and people should completely vacate the survey area during UAV scans. Furthermore, it is observed that objects near the edge of the survey area tend to contain more artifacts than objects towards the center of the survey area. To suppress this source of error, an operator should extend the boundary of survey area further than desired, so that all objects of interest are accurately represented in the resulting data set.
The UAV mapping process demonstrated in this paper, in principle, aims at transforming direct mapping data into an analytic based form, so that one set of mapping data could be rendered in multiple interfaces, and could enable simulation of changes to the survey area. Both abilities will increase utility of mapping data, and, as demonstrated in the example in Section VIII, enable further, never-before-seen solutions to real-world problems.
